[PART 6]
An Historic Post-assassination Perspective from Hindsight continues…
1979: Staff Director and Chief Counsel of the House Assassinations Committee Richard
Sprague during an interview about the committee’s work remarked that if he had to do the
investigation all over again he would begin by investigating, “Oswald’s ties to the Central
Intelligence Agency.”
1979: In 1979 the FBI released a set of photographs of some type of military activity at a
“military installation” and reported that these images had been taken with “a Minox camera that had
belonged to Oswald,” even though it was clear well before this date that the camera had been owned
by CIA operative Ruth Paine and could not have been proven to have ever been used by Oswald!
1979: Former Director of the CIA, Richard Helms admitted under oath that Kennedy
assassination conspiracy suspect Clay Shaw had in fact worked for the CIA – security clearance
dated to 1949.
1979: On July 17, 1979 House Assassinations Committee issued its report concluding that
President Kennedy was most likely assassinated by members of a conspiracy. “The Committee
believes, on the basis of the evidence available to it, that President John F. Kennedy was probably
assassinated as a result of a conspiracy. The Committee is unable to identify the other gunman or
the extent of the conspiracy.” The Committee made it clear that the CIA could very well have had a
hand in the murder. They also concluded that neither the Soviets nor the Cubans had anything to do
with the Kennedy assassin nation. No further action was ever conducted to discover who the
conspirators were, despite the fact that there was every reason to believe they were still alive and
free from prosecution. It also reported, “Ruby’s shooting of Oswald was not a spontaneous act, in
that it involved at least some premeditation (murder 1). Similarly, the Committee believed it was
less likely that Ruby entered the police basement without assistance…” Funding was cut off to force
an end to the investigation before the work could be concluded.
1. The HSCA completed its investigation in 1978 and issued its final report the following
year, concluding that Kennedy was probably assassinated as a result of a conspiracy.
2. Scientific acoustical evidence establishes a high probability that at least two gunmen fired
at the President. The committee was unable to identify the other gunmen or the extent of the
conspiracy.
3. Other scientific evidence does not preclude the possibility of two gunmen firing at the
President. Scientific evidence negates some specific conspiracy allegations. The committee
believes, on the basis of the evidence available to it, that Kennedy was probably assassinated as a
result of a conspiracy.
4. The Committee further concluded that it was probable that four shots were fired; the
fourth shot came from a second assassin located on the Grassy Knoll.
5. The Department of Justice, FBI, and CIA, were all criticized for not revealing to the
Warren Commission information available in 1964 and the Secret Service was deemed deficient in
their protection of the President.
6. The HSCA made several accusations of deficiency against the FBI and CIA. The
accusations encompassed organizational failures, miscommunication, and a desire to keep certain
parts of their operations secret. Furthermore, the Warren Commission expected these agencies to be

forthcoming with any information that would aid their investigation. But the FBI and CIA only saw
it as their duty to respond to specific requests for information from the commission. However, the
HSCA found the FBI and CIA were deficient in performing even that limited role.
7. Newly declassified documents show that CIA director, John A. McCone, hid evidence
from the Warren commission, set up by Lyndon Johnson to investigate JFK’s assassination.
According to a once-secret report written in 2013 by the CIA’s top in-house historian, David
Robarge, the CIA admits McCone and other senior CIA officials withheld ‘incendiary’ information
from the Warren Commission thereby perverting the course of justice.
The CIA and other government agencies (deep state) are still covering up their involvement
in the murder of Kennedy after half a century, going so far as to murder anyone who attempts to
uncover the names of the individuals responsible for this murder.
1989: CIA Agent John Stockwell (1937-) reported in September 1989 that, “Jack Ruby
[was] undoubtedly involved in running errands, working with them [the assassin team] and maybe a
couple of other people in New Orleans and Houston.”
1989: Judge Jim Garrison informs interviewers that, “The real killer of John Kennedy was
the Central Intelligence Agency. He was not the only American leader murdered by the CIA he
was just the greatest.”
1989: Marina Oswald [Porter] becomes a naturalized U.S. citizen.
1991: Marina Oswald [Porter] during an interview stated, “You cannot honestly say that this
man and only this man did it and he is guilty.”
1991: Assassination investigator Mark Lane wrote, “If Oswald is innocent – and that is a
possibility that cannot now be denied – then the assassin of President Kennedy remains at
large.” (In point of fact by 1991 both the Grassy Knoll gunman and his CIA spotter were dead.
However, several individuals involved in the murder and the cover-up were indeed still alive.)
1992: On January 31, 1992 NBC news conducted a telephone survey asking the callers who
they thought murdered President John Kennedy. 30,000 people called in with 51% stating that the
CIA in their opinion had conducted the assassination and had by that time completely escaped
justice for the crime. That same year a Time/CNN poll reported that 73% of Americans stated that
they believed there was a conspiracy to murder Kennedy. A large percentage of Americans also
believe that Vice President Johnson had at the very least some knowledge of the assassination plot
before Kennedy was murdered.
1992: Oswald’s friend Ron Lewis reports that in 1963 he saw Oswald and Ruby together in
New Orleans.
1992: The American Bar Association held two mock Oswald trials. The first trial ended in a
hung jury; the second jury acquitted Oswald of Kennedy’s murder!
1993: CIA officer Donald Deneselya confirmed that Oswald was debriefed by CIA officer
Aldrin Anderson as part of the False Defector Program when he returned from the Soviet Union.
1993: With Governor Connally’s death in 1993, forensic pathologist Dr. Cyril Wecht and
the Assassination Archives and Research Center petitioned Attorney General Janet Reno to recover
the remaining bullet fragments from Connally’s body, contending that the fragments would
disprove the Warren Commission’s single-bullet, single-gunman conclusion. The Justice

Department replied that it “... would have no legal authority to recover the fragments unless
Connally’s family gave permission." Connally’s family refused permission. This was an incorrect
decision because the Kennedy murder and the attack on Governor Connally are open criminal cases
which would not require family permission to exhume the body. There is no statute of limitations on
murder in any American State. Wecht reported, “The medical and scientific evidence proves
there were two or more shooters.”
Further, the governor and attorney general of the State of Texas have at this writing the legal
authority to exhume the body of Governor Connally and have it examined for evidence in a criminal
case that has yet to be closed! Why have they not done so?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________

“The medical and scientific evidence proves there were two or more shooters.”
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________

1993: Dealey Plaza is designated a National Historic Landmark overseen by the National
Park Service. The area is no longer under the control of the Dallas Police.
1994: Proving that fictional T.V. programs can at times touch reality, an X-Files episode
#1X16 produced in Canada titled “E.B.E.”, depicts a meeting between fictional FBI Agent Fox
Mulder with a member of the equally fictional conspiracy group “The Lone Gunman.”
Lone Gunman member: “Check it out Mulder. I had breakfast with the guy who shot John F.
Kennedy.
Agent Mulder: Is that so?
Lone Gunman member: “Old dude now, but yeah. Says he was dressed as a cop on the
Grassy Knoll!”
2005: In November 2005 House Assassinations Committee Chief Counsel G. Robert Blakey
reported, “I have no confidence in anything the Central Intelligence] Agency told me.”
2006: During June of 2006 the National Archives released 27,000 classified post-World War
Two documents which showed CIA involvement with ex-Nazis which included knowledge of war
criminal Adolf Eichmann’s location which they failed to report to the U.S. or Israeli governments.

James Jesus Angleton

2007: In 2007 retired U.S. Senator Richard Schweiker, who had served as Co-Chairman of
the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence stated, “Oswald was the product of a fake

defector program run by the CIA.” The program was under the direction of CIA
counterintelligence Chief James Jesus Angleton.
2007: On October 4, 2007 CIA agent Victor Marchetti verified that a Top-Secret CIA/ONI
false defector operation was being put together and operated out of Nags Head North Carolina in
1957, the same time Oswald was going through intelligence training at Nags Head.
CIA pilot Tosh Plumlee later stated that he had seen Oswald at the Nags Head training
center.
2007: In August 2003, while in failing health, CIA agent E. Howard Hunt confessed to
his sons of his knowledge of a conspiracy in the JFK assassination. However, Hunt’s health
improved and he went on to live four more years. Shortly before Hunt’s death on January 23, 2007,
the 88 year old authored a death-bed statement that was recorded by his sons which implicated
Lyndon B. Johnson in the assassination, suggesting that Johnson had orchestrated the killing with
the help of CIA agents who had been angered by Kennedy’s actions as President. After Hunt’s
death, his sons, Saint John Hunt and David Hunt, stated that their father had recorded several claims
about himself and others being involved in a conspiracy to assassinate President John F. Kennedy.
On April 5, 2007 Saint John Hunt detailed a number of individuals reported by his father E.
Howard Hunt to be implicated in the assassination, including Lyndon B. Johnson, CIA Agent
Cord Meyer, CIA agent David Atlee Phillips, CIA operative Frank Anthony Sturgis (19241993), Miami CIA section head David Sanchez Morales (1925-1978), CIA operative Antonio
Veciana Blanch, CIA agent William K. Harvey, and the assassin E. Howard Hunt called the
“French gunman Grassy Knoll,” reportedly Jean Souetre who was soon arrested in Dallas after the
murder.

E. Howard Hunt testifies before Congress

“Saint John Hunt detailed how his father drew a diagram of the conspirators: E. Howard
scribbled the initials ‘LBJ,’ standing for Kennedy’s ambitious vice president, Lyndon Johnson.
Under ‘LBJ,’ connected by a line, he wrote the name Cord Meyer. Meyer was a CIA agent whose
wife had an affair with JFK; later she was murdered, a case that’s never been solved. Next his father
connected to Meyer’s name the name Bill Harvey, another CIA agent; also connected to Meyer’s

name was the name David Morales, yet another CIA man and a well-known, particularly vicious
black-op specialist. And then his father connected to Morales’ name, with a line, the framed words
‘French Gunman Grassy Knoll.’”
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Grassy Knoll sniper team is now identified as French rifleman
and CIA contract killer Jean Souetre and spotter CIA agent William K. Harvey.
The sniper team firing from a building behind the motorcade has yet to be identified.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2009: On January 7, 2009 six military members filed suit in Federal Court in San Francisco
having been part of the CIA’s MK/ULTRA program which used LSD on them either without
their permission or knowledge of what damage could be done to their brains or bodies. The
MK/ULTRA program was begun by Richard Helms, approved by CIA Director Allen Dulles, and
run by James Angleton and Dr. Sidney Gottlieb. Reportedly some 7,800 service members were
subjected to this study in the 1950s and 1960s at Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland.
2010: In response to a Freedom of Information Act request filed by journalist Jefferson
Morley, the CIA stated in 2010 that it had over 1,100 documents in relation to the
assassination, about 2,000 pages in total, that have not been released due to national securityrelated concerns.
2013: As stated earlier, on November 22, 2013 (50 years after the murder) CIA operative
and anti-Castro Cuban fighter Antonio Veciana Blanch, reported that he, CIA Agent David Atlee
Phillips and Lee Harvey Oswald had meet in Dallas, Texas during September 1963. It is one
more verification that Lee Harvey Oswald was in fact a CIA as well as an FBI asset before the
Kennedy assassination and was working for the CIA at the time of his murder. It has yet to be
determined if Oswald was part of the conspiracy to murder the President or had infiltrated the plot
to prevent the murder.
2013: During November of 2013 San Francisco attorney Anthony Bothwell sued the CIA
for documents concerning two men involved in the murder of President Kennedy; Jean Souetre
and David Morales. It was to David Morales who had “bragged about rouge agents killing the
Kennedy’s [Jack and Bobby].”
2014: According to a once Top-Secret report by the CIA Chief Historian David Robarge,
released to the public in 2014, CIA Director McCone was “complicit” in a Central Intelligence
Agency “benign cover-up” by withholding information from the Warren Commission. According
to this CIA report, CIA officers had been instructed to give only “passive, reactive, and selective”
assistance to the commission, in order to keep the commission focused on “what the Agency
believed at the time was the ‘best truth’ – that Lee Harvey Oswald, for as yet undetermined motives,
had acted alone in killing John Kennedy.” The CIA was also covering up evidence that the CIA
had been in communication with Oswald before 1963, according to the internal CIA findings.
2017: The remaining Kennedy assassination related documents were partly released to the
public on October 26, 2017, twenty-five years after the passage of the JFK Records Act. President
Donald J. Trump, as directed by the FBI and the CIA, took action on that date to withhold certain
remaining files, delaying the release until April 26, 2018, then on April 26, 2018 took action to
further withhold the records “until 2021.”

2020: Former Chief CIA European case officer Rolf Mowatt-Larssen remarked that the
Kennedy murder would have required a CIA case officer such as himself and there were few
individuals at the CIA who could fit that position in 1963.
Conclusions:
1. The murder of President Kennedy by the CIA was covered-up by individuals
within the United States Government.
2. The CIA involvement into the murder of President Kennedy and the cover-up
continues to this day some 56+ years after his murder.
3. If this crime had been a simple murder by a “lone assassin”
a cover-up would not have happened and would not have been necessary.
4. Lee Harvey Oswald was a CIA operative and an FBI informant, and was used
as a patsy to cover-up CIA involvement in the murder.
5. The Warren Commission report was a complete fraud.
“The Kennedy murder wasn’t as cut and dried as it might appear.
A small clique in the CIA were responsible.”
CIA Operative John Garrett Underhill, Jr.
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[Next week: Part 7: How were Kennedy and Oswald set-up?]

